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In this paper we prove a theorem concernin:< weak lattice constants and hence three matricial 
equations for conversion matrices. 
IThen we introduce a block-partition for conves$lon matrices and we write matricial equations 
for this block-partition; from these matricial equations we propose the calculus of conversion 
matrices by induction on their order. 
If G1 and G2 are two simple graphs, following C. Domb [l], let us denote*with 
(G,, G2) the number of subgraphs of G2 isomorphic with G1 (weak lattice 
constants). Let us denote with B, the set of non-isomorphic simple graphs, with n 
vertices, with B,, the set of simple graphs with n vertices and r edges (in both 
definitions isolated vertices are allowed). 
Let’s write G, < G2 if and only if G1 is subgraph of G2, with G1 E -El, and 
G2 E B,, ; then (B,,, -c ) is a partially ordered set and (G,, G2) is an incidence 
function on B,. 
Let’s write B,, = (gl, . . . , gA4}, with M = (B, I; where the total order defined on 
B,, satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) s iS a total extension Of 4, i.e. gi < gj =$ i Sj. 
(ii) If gi is not self-complementary, and gi is the complementary graph of gi, 
then gi = &+1-i ; self-complementary graphs must be set in centrall posirions in 
any order. 
(iii) If mj is the number of edges of gj, then mi < mj 3 i <i. 
Obviously such 2 total extension is always possible. With this order ‘we can 
construct Rtn), nth order conversion matrix, where the (i, j)-entry of R(“’ is 
and R(“) is a upper triangular matrix (see M. Aigner [2]). 
IR(“) can be easily inverted to give a matrix (R’“‘)-’ whose elements are 
(R (n’-l)ij = Riy’(- l)mi-m, (1) 
(see Sykes et al. (3)). 
If A is a square matrix, following Zykov [4], David and Kendall [S 1, Barton and 
David [6], we can introduce the ‘graph symmetric function’ of a graph E?! with n 
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vertices and m edges, relative to the matrix A as: 
i.e. a function that comprises: 
(i) an outer sum over all sets of n jintegers (it, i2, . . . , &) with i,Ci,C* l l < 
k s k, where k is the dimension of A ; 
(ii) an inner sum, whose summand is A,,,, l * 9 AGUm, in which there is one 
term for each distinguishable way of labelling (d.w.1. the vertices of 43 with 
. 
11 *. . . , i,, and where {(u,, u,), . . . , (4, u,,,)} is the set of edges of a graph isomor- 
phic to H. 
Obviously if G is the adjacency matrix of a graph G, then: 
k, G) = Cgl~ 
Let’s now denote with A(G) the order of automorphism group of a graph G; if 
P(G) is the number of distingishable ways of labellling the PI vertices of G, then: 
A(G) = n!/P(G) (3) 
(see Harary [7]). 
rlJow we can prove two lemmas. 
Lemma I. For g E B,, h E B, we !mue 
63 h) (h*, If) -=- 
A(h) A(g) l (4) 
Proof. If {g, h} denotes the set of the ordered pairs (G, H) such that G and H are 
labelled graphs, G-C H, G is isomorphic to g and H is isomorphic to h, then there 
is ;i. k-1 correspondence between (g, h} and (II-, g”}. Hence 
Observing that l{g, h}l = (g, h)P(h) we obtain the desired result. Cl 
L,e!mnma 2. For g E B, wle have 
r k, G) 1 -=-.- 
f. Directly from (4) if we observe that 
G E B,., 
(G, g)= (yg). 0 
(5) 
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Tl~~rem fb For g E Bn3 h E B,, we have 
Wf. From (2) we have: 
(g, GM, G) =Cgldhlc = c Wg, h, WEWe 
RET’WI) 
where T(g, h) is the set of graphs R such that g aad h are subgraphs of R and 
) is a known multiplicity factor (see Barton and David [6]), whose 
detailed structure is now unimportant. From (5): 
for any F7# K, (K, is the complete graph with n vertices); for R = K,, we have 
f(R,,, G)= 1 if G =I&,, 
‘&K,, G) = 0 elsewhere; 
let US observe that N(g, h, K,,) is the number of distinct pairs (g, h), g and h 
subgraphs of iK,, such that every edge of K, belongs to g or h or both, and so 
Wg, h, K,) = (g*, W(h) = (hl, gV’(g) (7) 
Hence 
(8, G)(h, G) c (-+- A(G) 1 
GEB, 
=; N(g, h, K,))(-1)‘;’ 
. 
and from (3), (7) the thesis. D 
To set Theorem I in matricial form we can introduce the foilowing notations: 
A(g)= l/A, and Ai, = Ai$, where Eij, is the Kronecker symbol; if C is the set of 
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self-complementary graphs with n vertices, we set: 
Aij = (- l)(?-mt if j = M + 1 - i 
0 
if gi 6 C A gj I# C, 
= elsewhere 
Aij = 0 if (gi 4 CA gj E C) V (gi E CA gj 6 C), 
Aij = (- 1 j(t)-m, if j = i 
=O elsewhere 
if giECAgjEC; 
1 Dij = 1 if Aij # 0, <Dij = 0 if Aij = 0. 
If 2 = AA and H = AR’, where RT is the transposed matrix of R, nth order 
conversion matrix, we can prove the following theorem. 
Timrem 2. (i) H3 = I, 
(ii) WZlH = 2, 
(iii) (DHj2 = 1. 
(8) 
Proof. From Theorem 1, for every i, k such that gi 4 C and gk$ C we have 
1 (-I)“iRijRkjAj z (-1)“‘RM+l i kAk -t 
= (--1)(“R~+r_k,iAi; 
if gi E C the second side becomes 
(- 1 )(;I &Ak ; 
if gi, E C the third side becomes 
In all 
(-1)‘;‘R .A. k.t I- 
possible cases the first side can be written as 
C Ri,j(-l)mi-mi(-l)miAi ,Rk r - , . (-I)“I(RMIAR~i k . 
i,r 
and the second and third side can be written as 
1 (-I)“lAijRjark = (-l)m8(ARA)i k . 
i,r 
and 
Theorem 1 has so the matricial form 
R-‘.4RT = A(RT)-‘A = ARA. 
Observing that A and A commute and that 
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we can obtain the first two statements of the theorem; observing that (1) can be 
written ; 
(R-‘)ii = (ADRAD),, 
we obtain the third statement. Cl 
Block-prtftions of sonversio 
L& us now define three subsets of Z3m,r: 
(i) B!,!! = {g E B, r 1 g has at least an isolated vertex}, 
(ii) BL:! = (g E B,,‘, 1 g has at least a vertex with degree (n - l)), 
(iii) B!.f! = B, r - (‘B’,‘! U B!.$. 
It is easy to brave that {&‘!, Z3$, Z3:::} is a partition of B,,,; obviously {B,,,} 
with r E (0, 1, . . . , (z)} is a partition of B,. Then {Bc!} with ar E { 1,2,3} and 
rE(OJ,...,(;)} is a partition of B,,. 
Such partitions of B, define block-partitions of the matrix 3 = ADRT. 
Afterwards we wil! call ‘coarse block-partition of S the block-partition of S 
induced from the partition (B,,,}, with r E (0, 1, . . . , (;)}, of B,, ; and ‘fine block- 
partition’ of S the block-partition of S induced from the partition {Bz!}, with 
M{O, 1,. . . , (2”)) and a E {1,2,5}, of B,. 
Let us denote with S,.,, a block of the coarse block-partition, where r, s E 
(051, l . . , (;)I, and with SF;@ a block of the fine block-partition, where (Y, p E 
{1,2,3} and r,s~{O,l,. . . , (z)). (Let us observe that in SF;@, t and Q! will denote * 
the row, and s and /3 will denote the column). 
The same block-partitions can be defined for D, C and 2-l. 
For :bt coarse block-partition it is easy to prove that: 
(i) r < s =$ Sr,, = 0, 
(ii) r = s + Sr,, = I. 
For the fine block-partition it is easy to prove that: 
(i) r<s or Q!C@*S$@=O, 
(ii) r=s and LY#@$S~;@=O, r=s and cu=@+S$=Z. 
We can set Sr,r_-l = S,, S$!_l = ST*@ and it is easy to prove the following lemma. 
e-a 3. For r > s we have 
S 
1 
=- 3,s,-* * - l Ss+&. 
r*s (r-s)! 
(9) 
. This lemma can be derived in many ways; it has been used from Sykes 
et al. [3] for the proof of (1). Hence this lemma implies the (iii) equation of 
Theorem 2. 
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S”qy.4-y s4-7.0 = pY*4-aS4-a.4-+ D4-PA3 
r.m m.M m M-m.s r,M-r M-r.M-s M-s.s, 
Pmof. Observing that S = DH, we have 
a.nd that (8)(i) can be written DSD = SDS, we obtain the first equation. 
Analogously from (@(ii) we can prove the second equation and from (9) the 
third. III 
Equation (lO)( iii s ) h ows that the conversion matrix can be easily calculated if 
Sp*@ for every a, p and r are known. But Theorem 3 holds for every n and we can 
think to calculate St”) = A(n!D(“)(R(“))T from S(“-? The knowledge of S(“-l) 
implies the knowledge of the blocks $2 in SC”;. It is not easy to solve equations 
(10)(i) and (lO)(ii), but we can obtain some results by the following easy lemma: 
Lemma 
from G 
4. If G is a graph wit!- r 
adding an isolated uerfex, 
A(G’) = (s + l)A(G) 
This lemma allows to calculate the blocks of 2: and 2-l with a = 3, p = 1 or 
vertices of which J .L ;“*!3fed, and G’ is obtained 
with a = 1, p = 3. And so its is possible to calculalte the bloc’ks of S with a = 3, 
p=3 or with a=3, p=l. 
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